
DYSLEXIA DEMYSTIFIED
SUPPORTING TEACHERS TO ENSURE ALL STUDENTS SUCCEED

KNOWLEDGE
STRATEGIES &

TECHNOLOGIES
UNIQUE PERSPECTIVE

What dyslexia is and isn't,

dyslexic strengths &

limitations, dyslexia from a

neurodiversity perspective

and the latest research in

the dyslexic space

Our unique lived experiences

as dyslexic students speaks to

the emotional impact dyslexia

can have on young people.

Strategies on supporting

student wellbeing

Each presentation is  adapted to the specific needs of the school. 

 It is great to include question time, particularly with staff. Most presentations run for 45-60 mins and

the cost of each presentation is $350 per group. 
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Teaching strategies and assistive

technologies for engagement.

Critical information around

accommodations, special

consideration and future

pathways



TESTEMONIALS AND AWARDS
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Daniela Nardelli, Director of Curriculum at Box Hill Senior Secondary College

Jemima is an engaging, articulate and knowledgeable speaker. Her presentation was
perfectly pitched to our needs. She gave us insight into her own journey and challenges,
and also shared with us useful strategies for supporting our own students. It was powerful to
hear these messages from a student perspective and there were valuable ‘take aways’ for
every staff member, including those of us with years of experience under our belts!

Jemima Hutton presented to the staff at The Knox School, weaving her personal
experiences and observations with salient research to challenge teachers to consider
what best practice might actually look like. Jemima’s presentation was a fresh take on a
subject of which teachers are increasingly needing to be mindful. The session was infused
with anecdotes and sage counsel.

Suzanne Van Strien, Head of Senior School at The Knox School

Jemima has presented keynotes to students, teachers and parents at more than 60 different
schools around Victoria and Queensland and made her international debut in Japan at the

Asia Pacific Dyslexia Festival in 2018. Jemima has presented on behalf of SPELD at a
variety of staff and parent workshops and was the winner of the 2018 Foundation for Young

Australians Jumpstart Unleashed Awards.


